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Reg Fees Due
Registration piwkets, and class
fees are due today in Morris
Dailey Auditor!
. All packets
ponied by a $5
t 1*a4
late fee unless the studeiii
has a llonda night clash. Esening students niay turn In
packets until 8 p.m, tonight
or f
5 to 8 tomorrow night.
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KSJS On Air
ItS-IS, "The FM Voice of
5.15," begins broadcasting tonight at five. The station features sporits, news, commentary and music. This year the
90.7 megacjele station Is offering rock lied roll music for
the first time. For a nightly
M.111-111114* of entertairunent, see
page three,
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Negroes Accept Plan
To End Racial Crisis

SPEAKING IN CONCERT HALL to an overflow crowd which
spilled out onto Seventh Street, Harry Edwards, SJS instructor
of sociology and anthropology, informed the student body Friday morning that the United Black Students For Action (UBSA)
would accept President Robert D. Clark’s proposals for eliminat-

by FRANCINE MILLER
Spartan Daily Assistant Editor
Campus Negro leaders have
given
"overwhelming"
if
not
unanimous support to President
Robert D. Clark’s proposals to
ease SJS racial tensions.
At a Friday morning rally in
Concert Hall, Harry Edwards,
head of the United Black Students for Action (UBSA), told an
overflow crowd that 56 out of 59
voting members of his group
agreed Thursday night to accept
the president’s recommendations.
He indicated the decision meant
there would be no violence instiPhoto by Jim Koski
gated by UBSA members. Earlier
in the week he had threatened
ing discrimination at SJS. President Clark’s proposals were aimed
"disruption" of the campus if his
at discrimination in the Greek system, the athletic department,
demands for fair treatment were
the two per cent special admission program and student
not met.
housing.
In fact, he added, "If a single,
solitary cigarette butt is thrown
in a John, if a single, solitary
Wrigley gum wrapper is burned
on campus, the person responsible
better pray the authorities get
to him before we do." He was apthe Committee’s decision to choose dent Body committees on hand plauded loudly.
the ombudsman proposal over al- that are already set up to deal DETERMINE RESPONSIBILITY
ternate ideas, such as the estab- with the situation.
"If we can’t determine who is
Dr. Lange emphasized that SJS responsible, we will do everything
lishment of a Special Commission
which had been considered earlier. now has a chance to become an ex- to find out who he is and see he
"We decided that it would be ample to the entire country of a gets the severest punishment,"
more effective to establish an om- college community that has es- said Edwards.
budsman with the authority to ac- tablished a non-discriminatory raHe said he hoped particularly
tivate both administration and Stu- cial atmosphere.
that "whites on’ campus will be
just as vigilant."
Edwards said the decision to accept Dr. Clark’s proposals came
after five-and-a-half hours of deliberation that included a special
meeting with the group’s execuAFT, in a private interview. "I
By BOB RENNET
tive committee members, Tim
think we are really started on a
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Knowles, Ken Noel, Lee Evans,
to
end
racial
disprogram
positive
administration’s
In view of the
and Tommie Smith.
swift action in dealing with re- crimination."
Dr. Clark had presented the adAt a noon meeting Friday of the
cent campus racial issues, SJS
ministration’s plans to fight racial
chaplets of the American Federa- SJS chapter of the AAUP the Ex- discrimination in and around the
tion of Teachers (AFT) and the ecutive Committee issued a state- college at a meeting Thursday
American Association of Univer- ment supporting President Clark
afternoon.
sity Professors (AAUP) have is- "in his efforts to reach a construcThe session was the last in a
sued public statements supporting tive solution to the present disseries of special meetings he
crimination controversy."
President Clark’s actions.
called to discuss charges Edwards
"We are very lucky to have a
In its open letter to the college
had leveled earlier in the week.
community the Executive Commit- president of the caliber that we
OMBUDSMAN APPOINTED
tee of the AFT also went on to do," said Dr. Raymond Stanley,
Edwards, an instructor in socommend Professor Harry Ed- privately, chapter president of the
ciology and anthropology, had acwards "for bringing these just SJS AAUP.
James Licri, SJS chapter presi- cused campus sororities and fragrievances forcefully before the
dent of the California State Em- ternities, the men’s athletic procollege community."
"I think President (lark WAS ployees Association (CSEA), said gram, and near-campus housing of
right in milling off the football privately that his chapter has discriminatory practices.
In an effort to meet URSA degame," said Dr. John Galm, pres- made no official statement on the
mands, Dr. Clark said he would
ident of the SJS chapter of the isSLIPS,

Ombudsman Plan Before Faculty Group
By .101F% WALLAK
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Dr. Robert D. Clark’s "ombudsman" proposal goes before the Academic Council this afternoon when
the president delivers the customary State of the College report.
The ombudsman will be an assistant to the President and will
harule racial complaints directly
from the complaining parties, investigate the charges, and personally oversee final dispositions.
The proposal originally was prepared last week at a special meeting of the seven-member Executive Committee of the Council.
Dr. Clark either will deliver the
Executive Committee’s specific recommendations for its implemation,
hammered out at Friday’s meeting,
or report on the current status of

the proposal if final plans for its
implementation are not yet completed.
Dr. Lester H. Lange, President
of the Academic Council, explained
that the proposal was reached
jointly by all seven members of
the Executive Committee after
considering several other ideas as
well as the opinions of many faculty members.
Besides Dr. Lange and Pres.
Clark, that committee is composed of Dr. H. W. Burns, academic vice president, Dr. William
Dusel, executive vice president, Dr.
Harold De Bey, immediate past
chairman of the council, Dr. R.
Whitlock, secretary of the Council, and Dr. Peter Buzanski, chairman of the committee on committees.
Dr. Lange explained the Excess-

Lee Outlines Proposals
To Ease Racial Dispute
by DON COX
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"We have the means for constructive action. All we need are
a few hands to get things going."
That is how ASB interim President Vic Lee summed up Student
Council’s initial reaction to the
racial trouble currently embroiling the campus.
Lee said Friday night that the
ASH has programs which could
help ease the situation.
The only problem is finding
enough people to start the ball
rolling.
Lee outlined three concrete proposals he thought would "definitly
help" the problems of Negroes at
SJS.
Lee’s only problem is finding
people to fill the standing committees and carry out the legislation on the student level.
Because last spring’s presidential
election was voided, student government is operating in "suspended animation," Lee said.
TEMPORARY PRESIDENT
None of the regular committees
are staffed, and won’t be for at
least another week. ASH consists
of Council and an interim president, who may not he in office
after the October 11 and 12
special election.
Despite these legislative handicaps and lack of personnel, Lee Is
optimistic about the ASH taking
some action to help relieve the
current crisis.
The new Community Involvement Program, passed by Council
last spring, seems ti, be Lee’s big
hope is a vehicle for gel tint; some.
thing done.

The CIP involves ASH involvement in different projects in the
"poverty areas- of the San Jose
area.
Lee feels CIP would provide
the best means for ASH and the
United Black Students for Action
to "get together."
"It seems to me that through
the CIP, we and the Negro students could work together on some
outside project. It wouldn’t have
to do with the campus situation,
but at least we would be getting
together," Lee explained.
COMMITTEES REACTIVATED
The ASH President’s remaining
two proposals involve committees
that have been part of student
government for at least two years.
Lee also would like to use the
ASH Student Housing Committee
and the Athletic Advisory Committer to involve Student Council
in the racial problems,
"I’d like to revise the ASH’s
Student Housing Act to include a
liaison officer between the students and the college president,"
Lee said.
The plan, which Lee may put
their
at
Council
the
before
for
meeting, calls
Wednesday
someone appointed by the ASS to
forward student housing complaints on to the college president’s office.
The Athletic Advisory Committee could be used to hear and mediate the Negro complaints against
the athletic program.
"All these committees involve
the same thing. I would like to
see them become one and eliminate all the bureaucratic waste,"
said.

AFT, AAUP Back Clark

appoint a personal representative
or "ombudsman" to "conduct a
continuous and aggressive earnpaign against racial discrimination."
He also placed all campus fraternal organizations on probation
until November 1. He said if they
did not present an acceptable plan
of action implementing their declaration of non-discrimination by
that time, they would not be able
to hold spring rush.
The president also took steps to
set up machinery for dealing with
discriminatory practices in men’s
athletics, housing, and a special
college regulation allowing 2 per
cent of the student body to be
enrolled without academic qualification.
GREEK EVACUATION
Edwards’ speech Friday followed
Thursday night’s evacuation of
several fraternity and sorority
houses. Campus Greeks had feared
racial violence allegedly planned
by Negroes for the weekend.
Edwards told the crowd Friday
UBSA would take steps this week
"to work with fraternities and
sororities" and to "do everything
we can to get these groups hack
on campus and in good standing."
He also announced the creation
of various committees within his
organization to work with minority groups in the men’s athletic

program and in tutorials programs.
He said he would make himself
available to all members of the
campus Greek system, all athany
letes--black or whiteand
group, community official, or private individual who is "in need of
help in organization, direction,
consultation, advice, or anything
I can give."
’HISTORIC OCCASION’
Edwards also encouraged any
group or student "to approach
any black student on campus to
discuss any problems in the community or on campus."
He called the week-long dialogue between his group and the
campus administration "an historic occasion" and "an all too
rare occurence in our society."
"This shows that there is the
possibility of men sitting down as
men to meet deeply-rooted problems," he said.
"Fifty-nine people could not
have done this without the support of students and the community," Edwards commented. "I
think the administration, city goVernment and student body are to
be commended in the face of an
extremely explosive situation."
"If it can be done at SJS, I
cannot see why it cannot be done
in Detroit, New York, and Newark," he said.

Harris Asks Students
To Resist the Draft
David Harris, member of the senting them to a Federal AtResistance in East Palo Alto and torney.
"The basic implement that each
formerly student body president
of us possesses," argued Harris,
of Stanford University, traced his
"is our own livesnot the vote,
ideas on the Selective Service Sysa petition or other such things."
tem before a crowd on the cafe- "How you live this lifeespecially
teria lawn on Friday.
for all the young men in the audiThe Resistance, he explained, is enceis a basic consideration."
a nation-wide group of young men
who intend to return their draft
cards to their local boards on
October 16. On that day they will
gather at the Federal Building in
San Francisco and hold some type
of ceremony --possibly collecting a
bucket full of draft cards and pre-

"The Selective Service System
creates a broad context of power."
he continued. "In addition, it
creates ’niches*--deferrments. The
way they Ithe SSS) control lives
is to force people into these niches
until they finally fit into Americal Life."

Game Nix: A Few Wanted Trouble
By JOHN POIMIIROO
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Racists, bigots, concerned students, the unconcerned, blacks,
whites, faculty members, community leaders, and interested citizens all stood in attentive rapture
as Prof. Harry Edwards spoke to
the student body Friday afternoon
at Concert Hall.
Within this body, the alive and
the unalive voiced their thoughts
on the cancellation of last Saturday’s football game.
The question asked them by
Spartan Daily was: "WHAT IS
YOUR OPINION OF ADMINISTRATION POLICY, CONCERNING THE CANCELLATION OF
SATURDAY’S
FOOTBALL
iiAME?"
"They were damned seared!"
Anonymous.
"Well they should not have cancelled the game, for the same reasons Harry t Edward.si stated. Mature thinking in the administration
would have taken care of the problem, not cancellation of the game.
They should have taken care of
the problem and faced facts." -Martin Henderson, Senior.

"In one respect it was a good
idea, but then again it wasn’t a
good idea, became I think there
should be violence. Because only
real
with
confrontation
after
bloodshed or bloody violence, will
the administration and this country come to grips with itself. And
only then will we sit down to attempt to solve the problems in
racist America, and take consideration of the country’s welfare
into mind." Tony Joseph, Junior.
"It sure ruined a lot of fun this
weekend. I was expecting a riot."
--An anohyrnous ttenior.
"It was rather ridiculous that we
should bend down to the ridicule
of these people. The game meant
the opening of the season and the
start, of the school year. We am
not gaining anything by it. (can(-citation of the game) at all."
Bill Davilla, Fronk
"I really don’t care either way.
I go to school for education, not
to see football games. I really
don’t know if anything would have
occurred at the game.". - Don
Farrar, Senior.
"I think it was a very good idea.
If there is a threat, of trouble, a
football game is no place to be,

I live on sorority row. I’m not
in a sorority, but some girls in
them moved out last night (Thurs..
Sept. 21). I have no place else to
go, so I’ll just stay at home and
study this weekend. -- Belinda
Bennett, Fronk
"I’m really glad they did. Things
like that can erupt. You hear about
soccer games in Latin America
which tire ugly bloody things.
Things like this set progress back.
Dr. Clark has been criticized by
the Y.R.’s because of the loss of
$12,000, but how much does a human life cost ?"---Rob Janoff, Junior.
"It’s hard to say what the effects of this will cause, but the administration’s movement was best
In view of the special situation.
Mr. Edwards stated that it was
possible (reference to rioting) in
ease demands were not met. Whether he was satisfied is a question. And so it was better to cancel the game. Now there is a disruption of finance, but I feel that
a human life is worth more than
dollars and cents. I commend Dr.
Clark for using discretion in cancelling the game. I feel that it
was the hest decision made.".

Rev. C. W. Washington, Antioch
Baptist Church, San Jose.
"With all the numbers of people in a small area, and outsidem
and instigators, it just takes one
person to start a riot. There is
too much tension." --Phyllis Hayes,
Senior.
"It’s a crying shame. The student body will lose a lot of money
because of this. I seriously doubt
that there was little chance of a
riot." John Mescal, Senior,
"We are a long way from solving the problem. It should have
been solved before the game. Maybe the frat houses will finally he
forced to open their doors to other
Americans."Jim Hunt. Senior.
"This was the only logical move
to he taken. For the individuals
involved could have been moved
to violence. There are factions on
both sides which might have
caused a ptoblem at the game.
Player’s lives were threatened;
this was enough to consider stopProf. William
ping the game."
C. Rodgers, Awd. Professor of
Marketing.
"It’s had. We wanted blond!"-Anonyrrioita
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By JOHN POIMIROO
The psychedelic underworld of the twir1
an being the hippie- has been exs aging journalists who
posed by f air’
haf e discarded their Brooks Brothers’ hair-
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The Week That Was
i .1- the week that was.
Last week was a tiring week.

That

hr

and

Negroes

campus

iii Ii

college

ad-

iii-tralors.
\
it %, .1. a reporter’s nightmare.
111 assemble and asth.
i i I
- oniLate new-. there has been pier
tame to sit hack and say. ’I es.
N what happened. but w Ilat does
II
me,tti.tNow time is MI our Side. %MI 1111W
I- till. tittle to take things in perspeclikl and ask esactly ssliut does last
,,[.. mean?
I o quote Negro leader Ilarry Edwards and H Pres. Iiiihert Clark. it
mean- -att extraordinary week. an historic w
It means that, for perhaps the first
time in the hi-tory of any institution
ot higher education in this country.
.11,.!. pre,ident Itas admitted racial
dI-erimmation on campus and has taken pi -like -teps quickly to alit-’. late
the -filiation.
It is also significant that. despite
ibreats of %ittlrnee from outside milli:int-. meaningful dialogue was possilili without an actual outbreak of hostilities.
there hale beet’ some
rritici,uts of the way in which 1)r.
lark handled the situation, both from

failure

of

itshilt

termed

the

tiniersitie,

to

Ile

\ meriean

today’s urban
Kenneth Clark. well
Ne;:ro -ociologi-t. made suanir
ii
111/1111,41. a. it liii
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Clark in his I’lltikkt11/11 that tile Miliii ohe
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I helmet% es
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of the day.
e are
eons inced that the tuns ersities. uttique
contribution to society depends upon
their retainiter. a wide Illeil,1111. Or decial

re% oltitions

tachment arid objectivity.
e

lit 11101 ititaru

should -hot%

/Ili

ur
111/I’),

by thi- that they

1"1111.
retreat

COOinto

an

tots

sse part company with Itr.
1.1ark is in his %less that unisersities
-hould go hurdler and adopt a parti-Ml.
ItIlt this aside.
sse are taken with, his obsersations
when It t says: "There*a am amorality
111.1.t.

Notable
Quotes
Claud.: Kirk, governor of Florida, MI dealing s. iii.
er advocate H. Rap
Brim 5:
"I
we put Mr. Brown on national
television for thiee hours and let him say
everything he has to say. Then give ITIP three
minutes of rebuttal. and the prnblem will be
gone."
Relish Nader, safety mine, on congressional a pp roprla t Ions:
Thoy
1,4 Bird $150.000,000 nit.
be.iiitifiranon, bin they cut highway safety
fusnu si.hi.00tosiii Ii $40.000.0no. That’s S130. 000.00U for daisies and $40,000,000 for life
Punt Iamb,"

.To be

must also act

first time in print. a

the unisersity today that has bel’10111t- an inintairality . . . The American tuns ersity takes social sensitivity
out of the students. Under the guise
Of the prtifessional. the university
inthe student an in
in
al person . . . In their
sensitite. a
pure search for truth they have adopted It ItIltral neutrality and relativism."
A unisersity education 51 Id &such as to encourage individual moral
commitment and involvement on the
student’s part. Frequently, it does no
such thing. Rather, by going overboard
te a climate of
in its effort to pr
objertis e scholarship, the ’nth ersity
tends to drain front the students their
concern. their willingness to
i I take sat hit’ judgments, and es en. in
’Aline cases. their natural feelings of
human warmth and affection.
The intellectual des elops at the expense of other important qualities.
lIt is tilit‘en des elopment. typified by
a hypercritical intellectual approach,
is especially noticeable at the graduate
lesel of study. t ndergraduates, less
willing to fit into this mold. tend to resist the insensitisity of a coldly academic approach to life. Many reseal
their ring g concern for universal
and warmly human %altars by joining
the Peace Corps. working with the underpris ileged. or otherwise compensating for the moral indifference which
they frequently enrounter in the uniersity atmosphere.
Dr. Clark reminds us that it is tittle
for educators to see to it that their
concern for intellectual development
and objerti%e analysis does riot heso intense that it deadens the
I’
mond sensibility of their students.
Christian Science Monitor
111

the:k.re

re-

accepted then, as at true hippie,

Some complained the president
more explicit that
should lune it
the administration would not negotiate under threats of siolt’llet..
Others claimed his proposal of a
special representative merely
eai to a titer "committee" and more
administrattise red tape.
But none Call deny that hen tlw
president finished his speech. the
standing Mallon cairn’ from blacks and
whites alike.
Perhaps that was significant, too.
1rid rio /11t (1111 deny that what has
resulted is a healthy attitude on the
part of most campus Negroes to do
C’. erytIntig possible to cimperate in
ending tensions.
NI/ one can deny that. at the least.
Dr. Clark’s proposals are at step in the
right direction.
Es en Harry Edward:- himself said,
e liaise not won the war: we have
b% no means arrked. But we have
pointed at rudimentary %chide itt the
right direction."
But most significantly, at the most
the president’s rocommendat s represent a start toward significant change
in a social system that unwittingly or
not perpetuates prejudice.
F.M.

Amoral Universities

knows

one must do more than dress like oneone

state officials and students on

(;uest Editorial

s I ti rited

everyone

porters.

like one.

And

so for the

detailed analysis of

the makeup of a hippie will be

explained.

HOW TO SPEAK LIKE A HIPPIE
The first thing to undertdand, %heti
simulating a hippie, is to be completely

"The type of necessary escalation should be left
up to military experts!"

Thrust and Parry

Suggestions for Efficiency
‘Why Can’t SJS Remove
Baloney for Students?’
Editor:
For such an old institution with such a good
reputation as SJS. I am amazed at the baloney
that students must go through.
Two years ago I was a freshman at Long
Beach State. That college is 92 years younger
than SJS. but I find that that college’s organization is by far much more sophisticated.
For instance. Long Beach State is going to
be on the quarter system next year. This
means that students will finish the first quarter by Christmas and can enjoy the vacation
without worries about January finals. Each
student takes 3 or 4 classes per quarter and
can concentrate more in a particular area.
Another benefit that Long Beach State has
is that everyone enjoys preregistration by
mall. There are no long lines and most of the
work is handled by computers.
I find that their student government is
more efficient. Instead of the old system of
representation based on classes I frosh, soph,
etc.) it is organized by schools (business,
music, tel. This system makes
more sense
because a student’s interest is with various
departments, not with the year he is in
college.
I’ve been at SJS for two years now and
I prefer it over Long Beach State. The point
is: Why must SJS be so unresponsive to efficiency? Why can’t it have organization that
removes all the baloney that students now
go through?
Steve- M. De Divehi
=A11(26

’Leveling of Every Bush
Was Very Democratic’
Editor:
May I use your corre(lundenee column to
offer my congratulations to all the Planners,
Architects, Contractors and Exterminators
who so conscientiously cooperated on thu site
of the new students’ union to follow the subdivider’s first rule: "Start with a lat:ge flat
space." I have rarely seen such a thoroughgoing and democratic, one might even say at
"grassroots," leveling of every tree, bush,
sapling and shrub as has been carried out,
without fear or favoritism. Should our armed
forces in Vietnam achieve a quarantine zone
only half so barren as did our task force on
campus, infiltrators will have a very Mud
time. Notice that our buys didn’t even use
napalm.
Seriously, however, I realize that rational
planning ean’t cope with entities as nonuniform and unpredictable as trees, and I’m

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or international issues. Spac is ailowed to encourage written debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45-space margins
and properly signed with the writer’s name and friccity or ASB number. The Daily will not print letters
which are libelous, in poor taste or include
personal
attack. The editor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitations and to cease
publication of letters dealing with subjects he believes have been exhausted.

that the design will incorporate something of great aesthetic value in concrete
. . . if we’re lucky perhaps something equivalent in inspirational value to the new Tower
Hall fountain.

Sure

W. N. Mellish’,
Professor of Psychology

’Time for ASB Officers
To End .Summer Siesta’

incoherent.
Should some "straight" come up to you
and ask you directions, you should stare
into space for exactly 22.509 seconds . mutter some nondescript Indian phrase, offer hint a flower. a joint, but not the directions. Explanation: most hippies only
know how to get high or how to gel to
a number of pudiers. Si Id the person
want to know how to get to a pusher.
however, offer 1 : a flower, a joint, and
then show him to the local pusher.
"This is why the anti-social incongruities of facistie neopsettdo-psychological
entities must be disorganized in order to

rational eonin lllll ication to the world
situation," is a good phrase to iinpress
other hippies with. It means absolutely
nothing, but sounds official.
Upon meeting a poliremain I cop. fuzz,
flatfoot) it is natural to scream at the top
of your lungs, "Love," or "Police brutality." This will draw attention to yourself
:mil cons ince other hippies that you are
sincere.
Other cons Miring phrases are. "Bljtimirk" "Driznok blikiser radikaminopistery," and "Slug nize
tam." These

bring

phrases are usually said during acid trips
and will generally give the intpression
that you are on grass.

Editor:
ASH Government
It’s time to end
campus is involved
don’t evertiknowtt

must wake up.
their summer siesta. This
in a major crisis and they
exists.

Is it such a long walk from the Student
Union to E132 where the discrimination hearings were going on? Is it more important to
select acting rally chairman than to represent
their student body at the hearings? Is it more
importa..1 to decide if a student leader retreat
will be held in the mountains or at the seashore than to answer pertinent questions of
the administration concerning the possible
utilization of student government resources
te.g, community involvement program’.
This is an emergency situation requiring
priority, attention and personal sacrifice. ASB
government owes it to the students of this
campus to fully cooperate with the administration and all other concerned parties toward
the solution of this major campus community
crisis.

110W To ACT LIKE A HIPPIE
The one general rule for acting like a
hippie is: don’t ever try anything that
tcotthi he unnoticed.
Say

ititu’re

a

flower

child:

then

every flower out of the gr

rip

I. Scream

Bircher. These
are minimal steps to effectively museating the community. And always remember that the hippie always feeds on nausea.
After becoming proficient at speaking
and acting like a hippie. you will have
the chance to fictively enter the HaightAslibury
hirusifely.

"Love.- and then kick a

Guest Room

Earl Itioniern
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Lonely Time
wandered

lonely as a cloud

agitate
In the jet -stream of the crowd
That forms at registration.
When rollege lads and lasses
Sign tip for all their classes.
in a statt of

Contin llllll s are the many lines
’fhat seem to be just standing
Beneath the many stenciled signs
Apparently unending.
Ten thousand there were that ilay
110 shook their heads in great
dismay.
Forms are given by the SCOW
Which you fill out and sign.
they gist’ you
When you’re 11
lllll re,
And maul you to another line.
’Tis then you curse the dirty
stIteme

That

produces aches

by the ream.

When at last you homeward

In vacant

fly,

or in pensie mood,

Nightmares flash on that inward
eye,

the curse of solitude.
And thoughts of spring bring
palputat
When you think of registration.

Which is

Iteitrint. Fri 1171
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BrigNim Young University

YR’s Deny Support
Of Lee’s NSA Stand
proASB President k’n
Natianal Student A.--,,,tation remarks have received little suppm t
from the SJS Young Republicans.
"The Young Republicans will not
support anyone who advocates
joining the National Student Association," declared YR President
Garth Steen. The statement was
in reference to ASB President Vic
Lee’s comment in Friday’s Spartan Daily approving the college’s
recent move to join the NSA.
Lee, in Friday’s statement, said
that the present public viewed
NSA as a group of "radicals de,
voted to international Oral’s." As
a retain, NSA has received little
publicity for its other projects
which include free higher education, the experimental college Program, and its large workshop program.
The NSA attracted attention in
February when Pampa! ts Magazine revealed that 80 per cent of
the student organization’s funds
came from the CIA.
Steen said that the only subsi,,r0 lai aninoi.ht for joining the

NSA would be to take advantage
of its more modern and comprehensive programs.
"One problem in particular is
the NSA Experimental College program which is believed to be supetior to the existing Associated
Student Government (ASGi program," Steen added.
But, said Steen, SJS can still
take advantage of these programs
without joining the NSA. Special
contracts can be made with NSA
for each program which SJS might
want to join.
Steen also promised that the
Young Republicans will oppose
Lee’s candidacy in the next ASB
elections if he remains firm in
support of NSA.
The YR’s have been opposing the
NSA for the past five years, said
Steen, not because of its past affiliation with the CIA, but because of its left wing political activities. At its convention this past
summer, the NSA endorsed black
power and supported violence as
a means of attaining equality, according to Steen.

Eager 7th Street Audience
Views S.F. Mime Troupe
By MARC NURRE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The San Francisco Mime Troupe
landed on campus Fiiday with a
crack of Cuban heels on a gailydecorated boatel stage and a congenial "up yours, society" attitude.
"It’s wonderful to be here today as a substitute for a race
riot," shouted R. G. Davis. founder
of the troupe, to an eager audience on the cafeteria lawn.
After a few comments from
members of the troupe about the
marriage of Secietary of State
Dean Rusk’s daughter to a Negro,
the comedy unfolded.
The play, an allegory about
U.S. involvement in the Viet Nam
war, utilized many themes put to
use in previous war-opposition satires.
Opposition to the U.S. draft system, the portrayal of the stock,
money-grubbing industrialist, the
lapses from a Spanish accent to
an American Southern "bigot’s"
accent by members of the play’s
"military" and emphasis that the
poor comprise the nation’s army
all combined with frank dia-

logue and gestures to aid in putting across the play’s message.
Two characters especially represented the play.
"Who needs food when he’s living on glory," asks Davis, in his
role as Generale Garcia --- commandante of the Spanish forces
in Italy. Garcia is the epitome of
the often satirized high-level "military man."
Scheming, persuasive, lecherous
and politically ambitious, Garcia
works on the assumption that, "As
Barnum and Bailey said to General Hershey, "there’s a sucker
born every minute.’"
The grandiose attitude of the
businessman took a beating from
the character, Pantalone. "You
want to hurt mine economics
eh?" he screams to the Generale
when an end to the war appears
near,
He pleads with the Generale not
to stop the war so that he won’t
lose money. He uses eloquent Spanish--which occasionally lapses into
more common usage.
Enchilada!!!" he
"Taco!!! . .
bellows, and expects to be understood. The message seemed to
carry.

17 Faculty Positions Vacant;
State Budget Cuts Blamed
Budget cuts in the state college
system has left San Jose State
in such a poor competitive situation that 17 full-time faculty positions remain unfilled.
Dr, Hobart W. Burns, academic
vice president, said Governor Reagan’s veto of the proposed pay
raise, greatly harmed rectuiting.
The situation is compounded by
the fact that 400 more full time
students than planned for have
enrolled this fall.
"Commitments have been made
for all but eight of these positions," he said. He added most of
these have been filled with parttime personnel.
The faculty shortage has most
severly affected the general education classes such as English IA
and B, and History 17A and B.
"The real tragedy, according to
Dr. Burns, is that SJS has accepted students and required them
to take certain general education
courses. Some students have. been
Fzar.c..-J-.0-j-jessz-se.

unable to get into these classes.
"Ironically, these extra students
produce additional income which
normally would be used to hire
additional faculty," he added. "But
the students are here now and the
professors cannot be found."
Dr. Burns said these positions
will be filled by graduate assistants.

Positions Open
Applications for the Winter Carnival and Personnel Selection Committees and the position of Rally
Committee Chairman are now
available in the College Union, according to Steve Frank, personnel officer.
Applications for the committee
positions are due Wednesday and
interviews will be conducted Thursday and Friday. Applications for
Rally Committee Chairman must
be in by Friday and interviews
will be Monday and Tuesday.

Religious Groups
Support UBSA
Time, Money

THr.

000

Ph

by Larry 1

Young Republicans’ Plywood Press on Seventh Street is an
information center for civil rights bulletins. A YR objective is to
keep students informed on the activities of the administration
and the demonstrators in order to promote discussion and understanding.
The

_

KSJS on Air Tonight
For Fifth Straight Year
KSJS, 90.7 megacycles on the
F.M. Dial, starts its fifth year of
regular broadcasting this evening
at 5.
"The F.M. Voice of San Jose
State College" will be broadcasting Monday through Friday from
5 to 9 p.m., featuring sports,
news, and commentary.
The station, which carries no
advertising, reaches the entire
Santa Clara Valley. This year for
the first time rock and roll music
will be offered. The nightly schedule is as follows:
5-5:55 Rock and popular music
5:55-6"Spartan
Newsline"
Headlines of national and regional

tures in the news.
KSJS originates from the SpissIi
and Drama Building, with 1)1u1,1 casting towers on top of the Library.
"We expect an active semester
utilizing a small hut experienced
staff. We will bring students,
faculty. and members of the. community complete coverage of the
important and timely news events
of the day," commented Rad’,
and TV News Staff Assignini-e
Editor. Jim Braden.

Law Applications
Now Available
APPlicat ions tor the National
Law School Admission Test can
be obtained from the Political
IScience Office, CH223, according
Ito Dr. T. M. Norton, pre-law adVisor’.
Seniors considering law school
next fall should take the test
since it is required by most law
sehools, Norton said. Test dates
or 1967-68 are Nov. 11, Feb. 10
,nil April 6.

RDA
MX DA
SELLS

news.
6-6:55--Rock and popular music,
6:55-7 "Spartan
Spectrum"
News and commentary of campus events.
7-7:55"Gramaphone" Light
classical music.
7:55-8"Sports
Line"Coverage of all campus sports.
8-8:55Jazz and popular music.
8:55-9"Spartan Focus"--Fea-

Campus religious groups and an
Interfaith Committee from Santa
Clain- Cinintv offered their services in time and money to the
United Black Students for Action
l’ITSAI in last week’s racial
lare-up at SJS.
The SJS C’hristian Ecumenical
Council a voluntary ecumenical
agency composed of various re’igloos leaders on campus, is of’ feting the facilities of the Newman Center, its professional time
and $100 to the support of Negro
leader and SJS Professor, Harry
Edwards.
Over $200 has been given to
the Negro cause by the Interfaith
Committee for Social Justice of
Santa Clara County. Lowell Barnett, chairman, pledged "physical,
financial and moral support for
the UBSA." Barnett contniued,
"Our only warning is God help
those who, in such a serious situation, do nothing."
it her religious organizations
also rushed to the aid of the
URSA during the crisis last week.
The executive council of the
campus Newman Center, Catholic
student organization, issued an
I unanimously adopted statement in
support of Edwards and
the
UBSA.
The Newman Center executive
council also pledged support for
"any positive action and programs . . . that responsible campus organizations propose for the
elimination of racial bias in the
college community."

ART SUPPLIES

Free Psychedelic Poster
With Purchase
112 S. Second St.
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

Student Discount On
Required Material List

MT. VIEW

Free Parking
VALLEY FAIR

Videotape recording, television’s
familiar "instant replay." has been
introduced into the Peace Corps
teaching program.
It has become necessary to conserve every minute possible and
VTR has been able to decrease;
instruction titne for teachers.
VTR micro-teaching helped to
train 160 Peace Corps volunteers
for secondary -level teaching in the
past
slimmer.
Phillipines
this
Four days a wcvls, four video
tape recorders and closed circuit
television cameras were used on
four campus class rooms. vTR
micro-teaching gave every ttainee ,
one 35-minute cycle of teaching
and video self-es a }wit ion each
I
week.
The cycle was broken up into
five minute segments. The first

Either nay you’ll get Norelco
Elective II: the Norelco Tripleheader 35T. The closest, fastest,
shaves that are 15% doter. So
close, we dare to match them r_ most comfortable shaver on
wheels with
with a blade.
a cord. The
But comfortable too because
Norelco Microgroove’ ’float Norelco Tritrig heads’ and rotary blades
pleheaders.
The biggest
stroke your whiskers away withwheels on
out a nick or a pinch.
campus.
There’s a pop-up trimmer for
sideburns.Altogether,more features than any othei shaver.

"THE DIRTY DOZEN"
tniginal Sound hack I eatiring
11 original songs including.
I he Bramble Hush sung by I tint
I taper.

"WINDS OF CHANGE"

"I TAKE IT BACK"
Sandy Posey
liwItidev I I ate It Iii. siandtrig In The Rain: the lie
I he Hits I I ove, :mil 111hel,.

"BLAZE"
Herman’s Hermits
Include.: 1 pstaii, I /ov.
(areen Sit eel (mom. Don
Out In 1 he Rain: I ast Bus Home
and more

"THE SAM THE
SHAM REVIEW"
Sam the Sham Im.ltide, 111.1.:k
.’ii
Sheep: Strultinl I e,ie
Alone: Wanted Dead Di Vise.
I.
and
Sly Dot s C ionna
othei-s.

"DAVID HEMMINGS
HAPPENS"
David Hemmings. seen in the
motion picture -Blass L’p," sings
against
and speaks moving
a solid Rocking k;ininkl.
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"VOICES"
Stan Getz
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Jimmy Smith
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98 South Third St.
San Jose Calif.
Open 7 days a week
286-0837
The dose, last, comiortable electric shave.
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eis Coneros. Inc . Ica He chid Street. Now York, N.Y. MP
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"BIG BAND SPIUT"
Bu:ley

Moll-,

"NOW PLEASE DON’T YOU
CRY. BEAUTIFU!. EDITH"
Roland Kirk
Relansl Kim k’s nesscsi tie album
nevk songs (1om ballads

y

nd ,1%.
Includes I p. t
s
Hut,:
Hang (hi
’thing; S10,1,111,, V dhow leis
’IN. 1 sink in I ose. . and otheis

"THE BLUES IS NOW"
Jimmy Witherspoon

"BOBO MOTION"
Willie Bobo

..Siyte.1

The immortal I ietz plass I I)idn’t
Knot Sts hat I uric It 5,5 is. N.b.:,ik
Ikte.iin. I itile Rm. and whet,

"THE LOTUS PALACE"
The Alan Lorber Orchs.

SPECIAL
HA1RCUTS$2
476 S. 10th Street

Ic

Buidon And the iiiiri,iIs in
their latest album. Includes. %Niels
bs the Sea.
( )1 Change: l’oe
San I- ’amiss,’
Paint It
Nights. and odic,.

"A GENERATION
AGO TODAY"

-Are Oil?’
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!is
mino:
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student taught
lietore a set id children After;Irds,
he spent five minutes
studying the playback, and the
next live evaluating himself. Following a I. IVP minute break while
a different set of children entered
the (.1.1S, riocri the trainee ret aught the less, ’n. correcting pres ions mistakes. The second play lsack anti evaluation AhoWe ii
whether he hail succeeded, Mrs.
Miriam Allem micro -teaching coil’ s:iid that "one il I he
greatest sallies derised from the
program was the opportunity for
self eve ua t ion."
Dr. James Thornton. Director
of the Philippines Training Project,
felt that "each vTn. session probably did :, :rainy,. as much good
et in .1 school class!"
:is a weel

111414141404,064114MIND
And it delivers twice as many
shaves per charge as any other
rechargeable. All you have hid()
is charge it overnight tie two
weeks of close, fast, contiortable Norelco shaves.
And you can use the Rechargeable Tripleheacler 45CT anywhere because it works with or
without a cord.

Salon of
Beauty

44f

Peace Corps Initiates
TV’s ’Instant Replay’

This new Norelco Rechargeable Tripleheader
packs the longest charge in history.
Or economics. Or math. Or wherever you shave.
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Tentative Casting
Now Completed
For ’Angel’ Play

Monday. September 25, 1967

Key to Quality Productions
Lies in Audience Involvement
by DAVE FISK
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"Whenever you do a good Play.
and do it well, so that Ow :sunenee gets involved with o and
are moved. it has mad, a otttribution to them."

eclair

urns

poll,’

Paul Davee in a recent campus
interview.
Dr. Da \tee is professor of
drama and director of -Look
Homeward Angel," the Drama
Department’s first production
for fall,

adaptation of the Thomas Wolfe
novel, has been completed, according to the director, Dr. Paul
Davee, professor of drama.
John Jacobs will play the sensitive young Eugene Gant. patterned after Thomas Wolfe himself.

CI ,5511111.1 CLY

Thurs., Sept. 28-8:30 p.m.
SAN JOSE
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Proceeds to the San Jose
Peace Center
Admission $2.50, $3.00 and $3.75, Tickets on sale at San Jose
Box Office, 40 West San Carlos, CY 5.0888

You mean,
because I’m a student
or teacher I get
special rates at all
Hilton Hotels in the U.S.?
Hilton Hotels Corporation,
National Sales Office, Palmer House,
Chicago 90, III.
Please send the Faculty-Student
Rate Brochure that tells all.
P

,tuJoidit i uu
) Jolt
of 1,.!.s au
he stated
Hush:it elocation us
one of Is utuain aims of the
I trama Department’s instruct ion. he further reiterated.
\ one ...In act to some deIi,’ cs ,ntended. adding
d he had seen many line
high school, and even
grade school act firs. lie also
added, however, that he had
seen some very poor professional actors.
Concerning the upcoming pis
whiell deals largely with Ilue
last part ol the tuJutuk, Dr. Davee
stated. A lot ol \Voile’s writing
is \ cry dramatic, and Nliss
Frings. adaptation of the novel
has c;Ilit..,ht this and condensed
:\ It hough Thomas Wolfe start, I ;0; a student of drama, he
unable to confine himself
7, this medium. His voluminous
’Is,
:Llways
required much
’’slit mg and cutting.
Many parts were cut from his
Look and many others had to be
aided by Miss Flings, but "she
did a u!eunturkable job of getting
I thi race of the novel.’ Dr.
wed,
!

Student !-.3

Please rim full name and address plainly.

GOLD! ‘,
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\
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Coeds Travel Abroad
Editor’s n..te: This is the
p;trt sertes dealfirst ot 1 sn
ing with three SJS coeds who
went to Greece, Mexico and
(’zeckoslavakia this summer matIcr the Community Ambassador
Program.)
By PAT Met:1’1,1..0CH
Spartan Daily staff Writer
Three SJS coeds spent their
summer adjusting to a new way
of life while they served as
Ametican
"ambassadors"
in
three different countries, including communist Czeckoslavakia.
The coeds (Christine Schirle,

$1.51/ reg. $3.

pletri

;,)*2. reg. $4.

Slits’ flair straigliteninl.:

phi, Set

Perin i for

STREET

Vaughan, assistant foreign student adviser, greet
Vietnamese students arriving at SJS for an intensive English course.

Summer Diplomats

Haircut,. )otir elmice .

lianiiiii0
COLLEGE NAME

AN
INTERNATIONAL
ENCOUNTER
was
staged in a friendly manner at the International
Student Center, 174 13th St., as Dr. Phillip
Persky, foreign student adviser, and Mrs. Geneva

(31 RI’,’. it TY SAWN PRESENTS ...
H.CoNIL Ii1CK SPECIALS

NAME

!dui. Set

2’1 1’1. Santa Clara

2N7i-5537)

Shuiron
Warnock,
Charmaine
Stewart) were sent to live with
families under the Community
Ambassador Program, sponsored
by the Experiment in International Living Organization.
Sharon, junior social science
majo r, traveled to Patras,
Greece to spend four weeks
with a pharmacist and his 16year-old daughter and 12-yearold son.
"What I enjoyed most of all
was the people," stated Sharon.
"They were very friendly and
extremely generous. Living with
my ’family’ was the whole highlight of the trip."
Most people in Greece do not
own cars, so gas is very expensivea dollar a gallon. Buses
are the most popular means of
transportation, and according to
Sharon, "no Greek bus will deny
a person a ride."
Before the students left to
live overseas, they were thoroughly briefed on what questions
they might be asked about the
United States, particularly on
controversial subjects. "But,"
commented Sharon, "they didn’t
ask any of the standard questions. They asked me about the
American churches and if I had
a mini skirt; they also wanted
to know what Haight-Ashbury
Mexico was the destination
for Charmaine, senior office administration major. She first attended language school in Laredo, Texas, for two weeks with
130 people also going to Mexico.
Charmaine lived with Senora
Lucia Yepez, a retired beautician who had a daughter, 29,
and a married daughtei, 30.
Fiestas were held constantly
for the "ambassauluurs"; titeh
family took a turn in giving one,
and every fiesta was a success.
The most memorable event for
Charmaine was the night she
and her "sister" and "cousin"
were serenaded after one of the
fiestas.
She spent three and a half
weeks at Celaya. Then sin informal eight-day trip with the
group and membets of their
families was taken to various
towns, including Guadalajara.
"By the end of my trip," commented Charmaine, "I felt that

George no longer thinks Mussorgsky is a
halfback at Notre Dame
But he did until he heard the Standard
School Broadcast’s orchestra play a selection
by this great Russian composer.
George Is one of about three million students
in the West who listen to our radio
program in their classrooms each week.
For many it may be their first opportunity to
hear the world’s great musican experience
which may open the door to a lifelong,
rewarding interest.
We’ve provided this aid to education for
40 years. Why/ We’re specialists in natural

resources and we realize that youth is
the greatest natural resource there is. The
more we help young people now, the more
they’ll contribute to our country in the future.

Standard Oil Company of California
and its worldwide family of Chevron Comparies

progress( it
enough
I had
in
learning the culture that I almost felt like a Mexican citizen."
"Living in another culture,"
added Charrnaine, "I really
learned to live- I noticed more
about the people and environment around me. I learned how
to care more for other people."
The story of Christine Schirle’s
stay in Czeckoslavakia will appear tomorrow.

Susan
Mason will
portray
Eliza Gant, the enterprising and
callous operator of the family
boarding house.
W. 0. Gant, stonecutter, and
father of the Gant family, will
be played by Gary Bothum, a
veteran of several Drama Department productions.
The cynical Ben Gant will be
played by James Hubbard.
Others are Robyn Wayne as
Laura, Patricia O’Neill as Helen,
and Tom Oleniacz as Dr. McGuire.
.
Carla LiBrizzi will portray
Mme. Elizabeth. Other cast
members are Bob Clark, Alan
Thompson. Jana Sheldon, Jeffra
Kaufman, Kim Scroggins. Diana
Kisthardt, Paul Myrvold, Lee
Kopp, Carol Zafreu, Chris Bricker, and Kevin Cotter.
The play will be presented
Oct. 20, 21, 25-28 in the college
theater.

Rusty Warren at Star
Miss Rusty Warren, top comedienne, will appear for three
nights, Oct. 6-8, at the Circle
Star Theatre in San Carlos.

Hallowed tradition
of "pinning" a girl is
up -dated by
Sprite bottle caps.
According to an independent survey we took it
ourselves), a startling new practice is becoming
widespread on some college campuses.
Suddenly, fraternity men are no longer "pinning"
the lovely young things that catch their eye.
Instead, they reach for a bottle of tart.
tingling Sprite -4 -and proceed
h
toct ’i’coanps’’.
their
the object of
Why has this
Icome about?

Pv=1,1=

when you go
through the ceremony of opening
a bottle of Sprite.
It fizzes! Roars! Buzzes! Tingles! Bubbles!
All of which makes for a much more moving moment
than to simply "pin" a girl.
Then, too, the intimacy of two people engaged
in the act of opening a bottle of Sprite in itself
leads to strong emotional involvement.
Capped off, of course, by the sharing of a
few moments of delicious abandon. (Tasting the
tingling tartness of Sprite, that is.)
The beauty of the idea is that if the course
of true love does not run smooth, you don’t have
to go to the trouble of getting back your pin.
You just buy another bottle of Sprite.

SPRTTE
SO TART
AND TINGLING
WE JUST
COULDN’T
KEEP
IT QUIET.

So you’re chairman
in charge of
building tree f!at,
decorating the house,
dressing up the party...
Now what?

The Standard School Broadcast,
scholarships, fellowships and teaching
materials are but a few of the ways our
Company shows its continuing interest
in today’s young men and women.
Standard Oil is trying to help young
discover more about themselves
... and the world they live in.

"Look

Homeward Angel," Ketti Frings’

pit 1, Ills

PETE SEEGER

I am a I- aculty Member

Tentative casting for

"Drama helps people to understand more about life and the
world they the in," Davee
stated but added that it is also
%cry rewarding form of en oneueet
t.
I
nobler -

Get flame-resistant Pomps. You can do all kinds of decorating
jobs with Pomps and do them better, easier, faster . . . and
more beautifully. Pomps are economical, too, and ready to use
... cut to the size you need and available in 17 beautiful colors
that are virtually colorfast when wet. Use them for indoor or
outdoor decorations. Ask your local librarian for the booklet
"Tips on How to Build Better Floats and Displays." If she
doesn’t have it, tell her to write us for it copy.

people

The Chevron
Sign of excellence

The Crystal tissue Lturnpany

Middletown,

Onlo
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Tenn Exhibiiton
Poloists Drop ’is
Grads, 23-6, World’s Top
Frosh Lose
SJS’s

varsity

water

poloists

jumped to a quick 6-0 first quarter lead Friday night and sailed
to a 23-6 victory over the alumni
in the Spartan pool.
Tim

Halley

and

Jack

Liking

teamed up to pour in five of the

Billie Jean King, the
ar’s
ld
best woman tennis player, invades
Spartan Gym tonight at 7:30 to
show the form that has carilecl
her to Wimbledon and U.S. National championships this past
year.
Mrs. King will battle Rosemary
Casals, the 18-year-old sensation
from San Francisco, in the event’s
opening match. Charlie Pasarell
of Puerto Rico and Cliff Richey

Women at SJS

Dallas, Texas, will num an
the other singles match of the
exhibition.
The final match will be a
doubles battle teaming former SJS
net star Whitney Reed and Jim
McManus against Pasarell and
Richey.
Mrs. King and Miss Casals have
played several stirring singles
matches against each other in the
past few months, but they can

six goals in leading the Spartans

in
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the first period.

Halley finished the night with
three goals as did Likins and John
Schmidt.
Alumnus Bob Pitcher led the
gratis with three goals.
HIND LEADS OPENER
Greg Hind, who won the opening sprint, set up the first goal
scored by Halley. Hind contributed
two points.
Bob Liking and Dennis Lombard, each playing half the game,
had eight and six saves, respectively.
"We had a real fine first quarter, making six out of nine shots,"
coach Lee Walton commented. "If
we can put together quarters like
that we should have some real
good games."
FROSII DROPPED 11-5
In the game prior to the varsity match, the Spat-tan freshmen
put up a stubborn fight in an 11-5
loss to Santa Clara High School.
The frosh trailed only 4-3 at
the end of the third quarter, but
Panther Mike Ash popped in three
goals in the final period as Santa
Clara ran away with a 7-2 quarIf
ter score.
KING IS QUEENBillie Jean King, ’queen of amateur tennis,’
Keith Bonner and Bob Wake
will participate in an exhibition match tonight with Rosemary
led the Spartababes with two
Casals in the Spartan gym at 7:30.
goals apiece. Ash scored five’ for
Santa Clara,
The frosh were hampered by
early foul trouble with John Williamson collecting four in the firs t
quarter.
Other than fouls, Coach Walton p
felt the freshmen did a fine job
in the game.
He praised Bonner and Wake
The SJS freshman football team athlete. Another fine prospect from
for their fine offensive play and
Jim Valentine who saved 22 shots will be out to better last year’s Oakland is Tony Jackson.
3-3 mark Friday when the
In the pass receiving departas goalie
Spartans open their six-game ment the Spartababes have two
schedule against the Pleasanton good receivers in Butch Ellis and
Job Corps Center in Pleasanton.
Rex Uline.
Ellis, a split end from Grass
Coaches John Webb and Lannie
Julies welcomed 33 players at Valley, established a school record
opening drills last week and re- for pass receptions. Uline is a
1)1.. Robert T. Bronzan, San ported a large group of talented rangy 6-7, 230 pound pass eateher
from Westchester High, Los AnJose State Director of Athletics Prospects.
Webb is high on George Oreglia, geles
said Friday that:

Spa rta ba bes Tackle

aim, thrill an audience \Nlien playing together. They teamed to win
the doubles at Wimbledon and
U.S. Nationals.
Rifle Jean has become the undisputed "queen of amateur tennis" since her singles victories at
Wimbledon and Forest Hills,
Miss Casals, just out of high
school, has traveled to the top of
the tennis world in a rush. "There
is no question in anyone’s mind
that Rosie will be the world’s
champ in a few years," SJS tennis coach Butch Krikorian said.
Pasetrell, who won the National
Intercollegiate singles title while
attending UCLA, has been among
the best in the world the past
three years.
Richey, a member of the U.S.
Davis Cup team, won both of his
singles matches against Ecuador
even thought the cup match was
lost.
Reed also won the National Intercollegiate title and was a member of the U.S. Davis Cup team.
At one time he was rated as the
No. 1 amateur player in the U.S.
McManus, captain for the reserve’ Davis Cup team, has been
ranked nationally for many years.
Tickets for the exhibition can
be purchased at the Student Affairs office, Gordon’s Sport Shop
and most tennis clubs in the San
Jose area,
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Int_ramurals_
FOOTBALL

Team captains and sports managers will meet today at :330 p.m.
in MG 201. There will be an officials clinic at 4 p.m. In the same
room.
The football season gets underway Wednesday when the independent teams start play. The
fraternities begin their season
Thursday.
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MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 26, 27
JOHN KOERNER
Admission: 1.25
9 and 11 p.m.
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 29, 30
TAJ MAHAL and his Blue Flame Blues Bond
Admission: 50c
9:30 p.m.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5
JESSIE FULLER
Admission: 1.25
9 and 11 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 4, 6. 7
SOLID STATE
Admission: 50c
9 p.m.
Ot
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Bronzan Issues
UBSA Statement

"Commitments by the United
Black Students Association, as defined by Professor Harry Edwards,
to assist and cooperate with the
athletic department are sincerely
appreciated and welcomed. With
the UBSA working cooperatively
with our athletic department, San
Jose State, which has one of the
finest and most successful intercollegiate sports programs in the
nation, can look forward with optimism to even greater achievements. We trust that all interested persons, on and off campus,
will focus their attention and efforts upon the future."

!lave a

Spartan Lunch

Sandwiches
Spartan Burger
Hot Dog
Steak Sandwich
Cheese Burger
Ilam & Cheese

a quarterback from Carlmont
High. He considers him one of
the best passers the frosh team
has had in some time.
Another promising candidate is
Bob Galmeister, a halfback from
Mission High, San Jose. Galmeister
rushed for 1300 yards last year
and was selected as player of the
year in the Mission Valley League.
Entering freshmen considered
outstanding line prospects are
Allan French, Rick Bilotti, Don
Cowen, Bob Lewis, Tony Jackson,
Rex Uline and Butch Ellis.
French is a 6-3, 240 pound
tackle. He is a graduate of Hogan
High, Vallejo. the same school that
sent last year’s frosh standout
Mike Scrivner to SJS.
Bilotti is considered an outstanding tackle. He was selected
as Oakland High’s most valuable
-

Stanford Leads
In Grid Rivalry

RC Cola, Diet Rite, Orange,
Hoot Beer

SPARTAN
LUNCH
215 So. 4th St.
(ipposite Science Bldg.

at4
ors ek§

You can go forward, go fast, go far. ..at
Hughes Field Service &Support Division.

(11 A Japanese
judo expert?

If you are seeking a stimulating assignment where you can get in on the
ground floor of the rapidly-expanding
aerospace! electronics field, capitalize
immediately on your background and
training, and progress quickly toward
your career goalsHughes Field Service & Support Division in Southern
California will welcome your inquiry.

Just an ink spot?
Mount Vesuvius?

121 An ax?
A Gene Autry saddle?
TOT Staplers?
(TOT Staplers!? What in...)

When the Spartan football team
Palo Alto it will mark the 24th

This is a

meeting between the two schools,

Swingline

in

a

series that dates back to

The current standings between
the two schools shows 21 victories
for Stanford and only two for

Tot Stapler

SJS. The first Spartan win came
in 1954 when they measured the
Indians 19-14. Their last victory
over the Tribe came in 1960 in
a 34-20 encounter.
In last year’s game coach Harry
Anderson’s gridders were on the
verge of dealing Stanford another
loss, leading 21-10 after three
quarters only to have the Indians
retaliate with IS points in the
final quarter and post a 25-21
decision.
Although the series began in
1900, it was not until 19Iii that
the grid series began on a regulair yearly basis. The teams did

nut

meat is 19511.

-

HUGHES

Test yourself...
What do you see in the ink blots?

meets Stanford this Saturday at

1900.

Beverages

Swingline

Want to move up fast
in aerospace/electronics?
Hughes is where
the action is.

98C
(including 1000 staples)
Larger sire CUB Dark
Stpler only $1.69
At

Unconditionally gurantned.
variety, or book atOre.

any sttionary,

INC.
LONG ISLAND CITY, NV 11101
ttetuaapn ralehr19 101.
anreoarl mom. no.( ’metals yrzi.g
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tittliek :au
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the customer at operational sites. Responsibilities include: providing maintenance, operational and technical
assistance; formal and informal on-thejob training; logistic assistance and the
investigation and solution of equipment
problems experienced in the field. Requires a Bachelor’s degree in E.E.
or Physics. Experience with military
fire control, radar or communications
systems is desirable but not mandatory.

Some current fields of interest include:

MAINTAINABILITY ENGINEERING

DESIGN ENGINEERING

During design phase, positions involve
analysis of the feasibility of built-in, selftest features, application of automatic
checkout equipment, standardization of
circuitry design, minimization of adjustment and alignment requirements
and packaging of the product. During
system development, assignments will
involve production of a complete set of
integrated logistics support documents for use as planning
guides. Requires B.S.degree
in E.E. or Physics,

Openings exist for Electronic and Mechanical Design Engineers in the development of Trainers & Simulators and in
the design of checkout and test equipment for latge missile and aerospace
systems. These responsible positions
require interest and/or experience in
such design areas as: analog circuits,
digital logic, switch/ relay logic, electromechanical packaging, infrared testing, inertial guidance and Command/
Control systems.
Responsibilities will
include all phases
of design and
development
from concept to
final fabrication
and evaluation. M.S.
or Bachelor’s degree is
required in E.E., M.E. or Physics.
FIELD ENGINEERING
The Field
complete
electronic
ance. His

Engineer’s job ranges from
contractor maintenance of
systems to technical assistprimary function is to assist

training devices, plan field training programs and prepare courses for use at
customer bases. Requires a Bachelor’s
degree in E.E., or Physics. Experience in preparing and presenting
technical electronics material in the
classroom and laboratory is highly
desirable but not mandatory.
ENGINEERING WRITING
Specialists in printed communications
convert complex engineering data into
simple, accurate, illustrated support
publications, including technical manuals, orders, brochures, sales proposals,
etc. Fields of interest include: digital/
analog computers, display
systems, digital and

voice satellite communications systems...
and many others. Requires a
B.S. degree in E.E. or Physics.
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

October 20
TECHNICAL TRAINING
Hughes Technical Training prepares
both civilian and military personnel to
efficiently operate and maintain advanced electronic systems. Technical
Instructors conduct training classes at
Hughes California sites and work directly with customers to evolve special

For additional information on the ca
veer opportunities available at Hughes
Aircraft Companyand to arrange a
personal interview with our Technical
Staff representatives please contact
your College Placement Office or write:
Alf. R. J. Waldron, Hughes Aircraft
Company, P.O. Box 90515, fits An
geles, Calif. 9000q
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’Peer’ Program Fosters Self Awareness, Cohesion
by PATSY MILLER
Spartan Dully Feature Editor
Terms such as peer group and
self awareness have been tossed
about by armchair analysts so
often that even a young child may
attribute his social problems to
"rejection by my peer group" or
"lack of self awareness."
In either case neither the child
nor the amateur psychologist may
really know what the terms mean
or have expetienced them,
program,
unique campus
A
is attempting to foster
"Peer"11
small student peer-culture which
nin facilitate self awareness, sointellectual
and
cial
cohesion
growth.
849 IN PROGRAM
The program was begun in 1965
by Dr. Ben Finney, associate professor of psychology and counselor
at the Counseling Center, who
still serves as its director. The
original program started with 50
r: and women. 15
freshmen
.i nior -experienced
junior and
actuate mom members"
tie 930
: ire
ti’s,
71,I1
15
freshmen, lit

SJS Joins School
Relations Program

,

san dosi Siam , tho 1.’111’111
,
suit e college to participate in a ’
I
new program to establish and coordinate cooperative relationships
among colleges, junior coil,
and high schools.
Dr. Ralph Cummings. fc,
.
STS director of admissions
records, fills the newly created
nit ion of coordinator of school relations and will head the program
here,
Dissemination of information to
Sit dents seeking admission to the
college k an integral part of the
program.
Also participating in the new
Program ;in: San Fernando Valley
State College and the California
Stare Colleges at lats Angeles and
Fullerton.
t
John C. n,n1 LIomery
melt the position of di
admissions and recor,t("ummings has held s ha,
graduate of S.1S. NI.
th,
sersed as ref:, ’
its) ten years.

graduate students and four pro.: half of the original freshman, else’s hang-ups and problems. Fa : group go on in the program as: coil expression alone can give
lessors in the program.
I away a person’s feelings because
The freshmen are pre-registered student leaders.
1 we do know him or her. It’s like
into the same Psychology 5,
liOl’sF1) TOGETHER
’mental telepathy with everyone
Speech 2A and History 17 class,
Members it f the "Ray-al Peer
in order to provide a common tcs- Tribe" are being housed in the and it’s neat . . . The greatest
perience as a basis for discussion, west wing of Royce and Allen Hall benefit from our group structure
They register into other classes to provide further cohesiveness, is that I ant able to help everyone around me and they are able
as required by their major.
,
The "Original Peer Tribe" also
to help me when I need it."
These freshmen are .(
shares some common housing in
into small "we groups" or clan,
’FLOWER TURN ON’
Kennedy IT a 11 and Harmony
These "sensitivity groups" enable
Techniques used are as new and
the students to explore them- Haase.
Anyone who has been accepted dynamic as the program itself.
selves and their feelings and to try ,
The goal of the program, to procollegeege as a freshman is
"
to understand and trust others
in eligible for the Peer program. Dr. mote self awareness (becoming
their group. These clans are le( 1
!Finney believes the group is ren- aware of and sensitive to oneself
by graduate leaders and expert.resentative of the college enroll- and other people/ is facilitated
eneed upper clansmen who have
ment although he is actively re- through personal discussions and
had experience in discussion cruiting students of minority intensive introspection. Some of
groups oriented toward self aware - groups. An invitation is sent to the technique names include
ness. In addition, this group iclenti"Chair-hopping"
such a thousand incoming freshmen "Ma ra t honing".
fication is strengthened by
"Flower-turn -on."
I hi, during the slimmer. They can and
familial terms as "tribe"
A marathon was held last weekand "peer corm either accept or reject. "The idea
freshman group,
the peer community is to be end at Guadalupe College from
who are involved in
munity.,
all
exclusive," 7 p.m. Friday until Sunday noon.
not
hut
cohesive,
cohesive.
,
the program, freshman, expertAll day Saturday was devoted to
Finney
- r’
enced members a nd instructors).’ sta’e6
Why such a program, the only open discussion with students tryPSYCH DEPT. oRmiNs
no
one of its kind, at San Jose .State? ing to explore all questions,
The program glen out of MenFinney believes it is squarely matter how personal. The convertalDr
’
Hygiene and Psychology of
in the spit-it of the times and sation was frank, and intimate,
Adjustment courses in the Psy- i. definitely needed at SJS for two hut always open and without
etiology Department where many
reasons: The college is so big that malice.
the techniques used in "Peer"
A freshman who attended last
new students get lost; and second.
..tiri. developed and the goal of .
-The
and perhaps most important, the year’s marathon reports,
self avvareness and emotional inprogram is designed to develop it marathon, to me, was a success
ielleciam growth were stressed.
I saw
student culture, which is more in- for us in most respects.
The Peer program has dunand more open, without that almost every member shared
united to grow with new freshmen
the same problems that I once
the SOCial facade.
each year. The experienced freshI considered highly personal. I disTELEPATHY’
’MENTAL
the
men, now sophomores, become
personal
’
-conflicts
ed some Pe
’
"We cuss
declared.
student
One
experienced members taking addiand
close
very
become
ha,.
P.yeholo,,y
the
coorse, in
iltiS it everyone
I, ii’ ,su’
r
\

Student Organizes
’Non -Verbal’ Group
Po -in" tired of oral and written farms of eommunication ari.
I nvited to next month’s fitst mist
ing if non-verbal communication
grolip now being formed.
Gary Price. SJS senior radio.
TV major, is forming the group
I,, "help people feel free" throuch
the ,1,1‘ of the senses.
’’N on-verhal communication
tries to put people at ease with
each other by using the senses to
communicate feelings," Price explained.
Price worked wit h I he communication form at Sparta (’amp.
no) conneetert with
111. eollece, will meet at 2 p.m
Oct 1. at 37 S. 14th.

sem suns

Cinema Burbank

OCT. 3 & 4

FRIENDS

OF

FRIENDS

AMERICAN

MUSICIAN WANTED -- So,, Irvin,’-’
. ’or I"cal recor
707 9616 792

BOLSI-101
BALLET
students

Child $1.00 for: Oct.

3

7:30 p.m.-or 9:30 p.m.

or Oct. 4

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

zip

City

ENCLOSE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER IN CORRECT
AMOUNT WITH STAMPED RETURN ENVELOPE,

r".,;

Es,

CC

’65 HONDA 305. "Dream." recent t ,^n
up. reasonable condition. $425 or b.,
offer. Call 294-2927. Ask for Fait,
Mouider Hall.
’64 HONDA 250 CC. $350 or best offer.
Excellent condition. Call 378-9601,

CHILD CARE BY young mother. My
Irvine - fenced yard - Call 3712449,

n haflelbilz1
- power pack.
5750. Call 741.

2’

TYPING - THESIS, TERM PAPERS,
etc., experien’ed and fast, Phone 2698674.

12 STRING GUITAR. Spanish style,
hardshell case. $170. Call
rr
El "
STUDENT .,pewriter
UNDERWOOD
.hlir.
$15
Call 297..6011

RIDE NEEDED - TO & from Palo Alto
area do ’y. Will arrange hours. Cell
Sue at 3254835.

;

EXTRA HOURS? TURN them into cash.
No experieni, necessary. Salary to $1.85
per hour. Day or evening 298-4479.
GIRL-GOOD COOK. Dinner meal for
15 men. MF; free fond no dishes. apply
Roger Williams House, 146 S. 10th. 2981912.

AFTER SHAVE

LOTION

The luxurious
new after shave
with the
irresistible
fragrance of
tropical limes.

2 GIRLS PART time
school. Room, board &
campus. Call 286-0883 se

o nursery
Close to

.r

o

WE WILL HIRE 2 part t ein ,pperclass
men this week as salaried ( + bonus)
inside sales representatives in our S.J.
Office. Call for details.
LIFE MAGAZINE 298.5433
5 GIRLS TO sell prestige line of cos.
metics. Sot own hours. High earning pc).
nrtil CV 7 1193
READER - DRIVER WANTED for blind
t S
rn:
t6’,’,,,e
1. n s licence.
C.22’2 after 5.
4 HASHERS NEEDED
’ imbnia Chi
’
r
or Del
I.,
I .’"’ 9989.

DON MEREDITH, STAR QUARTERBACK OF
T [If DALE AS COWBOYS SAYS:
New improved Aqua Velva SILICONE
LATHER is great! Lubricating silicones
.. giving me
run Interference for my
the cleanest, smoothest hawa eyed

FREE MAKE-UP and skin care demon.
Oro. "n and consuRntion usino Beauty
Counselor Cosmetics, CV 7-1193.

PROFESSIONAL GRAPHIC ARTWORK
done at low rates. Cartooning, serious
illus., and designs. Call Jim 292-6615
after 7 p.m.

PORTABLE STENORETTE

HELP IS NEEDED .1 nearoy Cur .
troops. Y . 1.1 you can share with
all R67.4287.
these

171101T Lilt

PERSONALS 171

FEMALE STUDENT - BABYSITTING, 7
yr. old boy 7:15-8,15 M.F; 430-9:30
p.m. W & F, also light housekeeping.
Room, large, quiet, private entranre
available if desired. 5 blocks from Cal,
pus. Call Mrs. Virginia Sperling 2956221. after 4 p.m.

TRANSPORTATION 191

itIANK GOODNESS HE’S COMING UP FOR
A SA13OATiCAL. NEXT YEAR."

RIDE NEEDED FROM Menlo Park for
TTh night classes. Call 323-5326 ask for
Janie. Desperately needed!

HELP WANTED (4)

Get with
NEW AQUA VELVA

DEAR SON,
We got sway 1.. -er day before you
so I know of no
gave us your n 1
you. After we
other way
re passed a Shell
dropped you .
the
of 10th & William
Station at
that
they can handle
and problems ar
all of yo
It
well as TV:,) I v Ch:p Stamps. Why
don’t you trade there and bring some ’ho’, home when son
berides you,
.riciry.
Mother

EVELYN’S CUSTOM JEWELRY. Handicrafts, repairs & bead stringing. Earrings custom made. 121 S. 1st St. 2864893.

FOR SALE 131

stoat, 7 p.m . Chapel of
I nun. Tenth and San CarII San Jose State

LOST AND FOUND 161

TV’S FOR RENT. Special student rates.
$8 per innith call 377-2935.

VW ’67 FASTBACK suer-0, AM FM
radio. WW, 3800 miles. $2,300. See Mr.
Amos Bldg.. & Gro,rels. E.t, 2276,

MEN!
Get with
the COOL
ONE!

HAND IN HAND
But one student replied that
"the two work hand in hand. If
you take what you have learned
from self-exploring and "marnthoning" and apply it to the books,
you can see all kinds of correlations between the two. I have
found lately a strong tie with
the two kinds of education ... one
from the books and the other from
my heart and the hearts of others.
One, alone, is not valuable -when
you relate the two, then you have
achieved meaningful status."

RENT A TV OR stereo lion. Esche’s. Free
delivery frne service. Call 251-2598.

2,4,4Se[.

Address

monly shared classes, students
meet for weekly sensitivity sessions and general discussion
groups where the focus is on the
individual to talk as openly as
possible, with trust in one onther,
letting down the facade. The group
also attends cultural events together be it on or off campus productions.
Dr. Finney admits there are
problems in the program. Although
one of the goals is to develop an
intellectual atmosphere within the
group, this has not been completely achieved. Unlike the Tutorials program, the "Peer" program is open to all students regardless of GPA or IQ. Some students believe that their school
work has suffered hecatise of
"turning on" or "marathoning,"
or that education from books is
worthless when they realize the
education from self-awareness.

SERVICES 181

65 C. B. 160 HONDA. Good condition.
- 6334
65 HONDA 50. Excellent condition.
in town by little old lady.
if Judy 286-5747. Bell Toptex Shorty
61.64 VFSPA

to: Name

CONTRACT TRANQUIL
, I 11 Contact hio,sernother
797-0f74. Dkr,-.unt,

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED, Royal
Lanai. Car nezcosary bct north it. Call
259-1634.
’TWO ROOM APARTMENT with kitchen
and bath. 942 S. Second St., 286-1665.
NEED 1 OR 2 female roommates for
luxurious 2 bedrm. apt. with pool. Royal
Lanni. Call 251-8423 after 5 p.m.
QUIET UPSTAIRS ROOM. Serious fe
n’-,’’, ’lent. Private home. Close to
Call 29/.0079.
ROOMMATE - SHARE 2 girl, furnished
er
13th. Jr. -Sr. preferred. $45/mo.
-Pfli. 292-1883 evenings.
FEm ALE ROOMMATE 21 or over. Nice
.
.
196b7d.7rns10.9.Should have

irt #4,

1956 MGA ROADSTER. $500 Call 262

TO: SHAW INTL THEATRES, 552 S. Bascom
SJS
San Jose, Calif. 95128
Please send

TOP, OCEAN view. 40
one hour drive south
12 000. $10.000 cash down,
W -n. Agent. P.O. Bax 152 Santa Cruz,
Calif. or call evenings (408) 377.4357.

BREAKING

AUTOMOTIVE 121

"BOLSHOI BALLET"
Adults $2.50

MOUNTAIN

PLAYBOY SUBSCRIPTIONS AT special
money, 2 GIRLS NEEDED to share 2 bedroorn
Yletti 2 beh apartment with 2 other girls. 148
E. William #5 after 5 p

1960 BSA 650 CC,
Reese. I 115 f
296.5719.

$2.00

SENIOR GIRL NEEDS 2 Of se’’ .
1,
2 b--ito,rt, apt.. Rorril
Approximately $55 each per
Need transportation. Call Dale at

7:30 & 9:30 PM

295.7238

552 S. Bascom

attached to the counselling center
and experienced in working with
students, serves lis the head of
each tribe. These Include Dr. Finney, Dr, John Borghi, Dr, David
Stoker and Dr. Thorton Hooper.
One benefit of the program is
the more personal contact between
students and professors. One of
the problems in a regular undergraduate class is the professor does
not expect to see the student
again and is sometimes reluctant
to develop personal contact. Within the peer structure, the professor may be meeting his students
again at peer grottp activities, and
can develop more continual relationships.
SMALL FAMILIES
Dr. Finney’s idea of education
is basic to the "Peer" Program.
"Education appears to me to involve emotional identification,
identification with professors, with
older students, and with their
peers. The peer group structure
deliberately attempts to foster
this by creating small "families"
in the We-Groups, with "older
Experienced
brothers"
in
the
Members and Graduate Students,
and "parent figures" in the professors who take personal interest
in these students. It should be the
goal of the peer group to intensify
the personal inter-actions between
students, graduates and professors."
In addition to the three com-

Spartan Daily Classifieds

ANNOUNCEMENTS CI

Spartaguide
1,)1:1:01%.
rliMlu I
p.m., Garden
11.01,1,,. 1..im and Market.
The pmararn for the semester will
lie discussed
1.111
Ontigo,
Alpha
not
seri asi fraternity, 7.30 p.m., faculty cafeteria, formal rush. Guest
speaker. Dr. Stanley Benz, dean
of students.
Sid Club, 750 p.m.. Men’s Gym.
Refreshments, movies, and lots of
new people!
t’onservation Club, 1 .:10 p.m .
S 227. Sierra Club film on the
Grand Canyon
WEDNESDAY"
Alpha Kappa Delta, Sociology
Honorary, 2-:2) p.m., Cafeteria A
and B. Dr. Ibrahim will speak on
"A New Outlook on the Hippies
:ind Homosexuals." All interested
sociology students and faculty are
acleome.
Amerlean Marketing Avoclis.thin. 7 311 p m.. Motris Dailey Atiditoritim. All business majors welcome. Free trip on PSA to L.A.
to he given away.
Society for Advancement of
Management, 7111 p4m.. Conee:1
Mill Orientation meeting, all interested persons welcome.

which 1 hasp never brought out
before and which I now understand stitch better."
These marathons are called sensitivity sessions designed to get to
know each other on an intimate
emotional basis. Says Dr. Finney.
"It is talking without gossiping,
for what is divulged goes no further."
The "flower-turn-on" combines
music and flowers to develop a
"turned on emotional experience."
"Little child talk,- developed by
Dr. Finney, gives the "child"
which is in all of us, a chance to
come out and speak. "Chairhopping" is a slang term for "ego
therapy" in which the person sits
in different chairs and carries on
a discussion between the different
"selves" inside of him. Essays are
also assigned to combine textbook
learning as applied to themselves.
liENERAL ED CLASSES
The program, although new and
special, is designed to fit within
the framework of the college and
could be expanded to include all
incoming freshmen. The three
classes which the students share
are all regularly scheduled general education classes. The professor conducts his class in the
same way, although aware that
these are members of the "Peer"
program he may have more discussion groups.
A Peer Professor. a psychologist

HASHERS, DISHWASHERS. AND breakfast cook wanted, Good pay if acceptable. Call 292-7278
HOUSING 151
GIRLS ONLY. HAD I,
,n el There are opeonT. lor 10,1 with
r.n.eh& Ihi.e.1 Woe
I
1/11.,
295 9619.

CLASSIFIED RATES

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
lust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Minimum
Three lines
One time
3 lines
4 lines
5

Send to. Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS
1206, San lose State
College, San lose
Calif. 95114.

n
?l
frl
11
1
0

Announcements (I)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
lost and Found (F)
Personals (7)
Services (8)
Transportation (9)

Nom
For

(P1,1

Three times

1.50
2.25
2.00- -4.75

To Place
an ad:

2.50
---3.00

2.50- -3-.25 3.00 - 3.75
.co
’

Five times

.50

-3.50

4.00
.50

Print you ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ails

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

F"]
El
ri

lines lines

6
Add this
amount for
each add,
bona! hir

One time

NEED RIDE FROM Mt. Viow. MWF 930
to 3:30. IT), I i to 3:30. Cell 961-5207.

Call at
Classified Adv.
Office - J206
Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 to 1:00 and 2:00 until 3:30.
Tuesday Sr Thursday
11:00 to 12:00 and 2:00 until 3:30
Send

P,
days.
Phone

in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.

Address
Enclosed is $

Phone 214-6414, Ext. 2465

Start ad on
D

Please allow 2 days after placing lor ad to appear.

